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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Winnebago Revel 44E, Winnebago Revel Class B diesel motorhome 44E
highlights: AWD Power Lift Bed Wet Bath Lounge Seating with 3-pt. Seat Belts
Hydronic Heating System Looking for adventure yet not sure which road you'll
take? This camper van offers the outdoor enthusiast a way to venture the
unknown. Once at your destination, you can easily set up the interior including a
power lift bed in the rear. The cab seats swivel around and there is a bench seat
with adjustable table for easy dining opposite. There is even a fold-down outside
table to dine outdoors if you want. You will find storage throughout including in
the gear garage below the bed where you can store your hiking sticks and
backpacks. The cook will have a portable single induction range top, a stainless
steel sink, and a counter extension for more prep space plus a refrigerator below
the counter. There is also a wet bath to stay clean and refreshed! The Revel Class
B diesel motorhome allows you to venture off-road thanks to the AWD Sprinter
chassis with 2.0L high-output turbo-diesel 4-cylinder under the hood. The
Winnebago Power MAX system (8.4kWh Lithionics lithium-ion battery with dual
alternator charging capability) and Power Hub Pro which is an exclusive 5-in1
system that delivers off-grid power like nothing before allowing you to stay off-
grid for up to 7 days . The interior provides a comfortable and relaxing space
featuring modern decor including an updated galley with compression-latch
cabinets, a new wall-mounted table, a semi-private wet bath, plus a power lift bed
with WinnSleep® mattress technology, and the gear garage below the bed
features (6) L-track bases for secure and flexible storage, plus cabinet storage
and more. For the freedom to explore in any season, start treating roads like
suggestions, and choose this Revel to get you anywhere you dream to go today!

302 mi Diesel
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 94683
VIN Number: W1W4EBVY7NP500060
Condition: New
Length: 19
GVW: 9050
Sleeps: 2

Item address , Davenport, Iowa, United States
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